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At present an eclectic Arctic observing system

• Heterogeneous data streams
• Disparate variables being sampled
• Spatio-temporally non-uniform sampling
• …

How best to synthesize the information 
contained in the data into a single framework?



Data assimilation for optimal parameter & state estimation

A major goal of DA:
– making optimal use of / …
– consistently extracting / …
– combining …

… information contained in 
– all available multi-variate observations 
– and physical laws expressed through a model, 

… taking into account all sources of uncertainty



Recent Arctic intercomparisons of global DA systems



Recent Arctic intercomparisons of global DA systems

• Snapshot of a moving target, products are constantly evolving and updated regularly.
• Performance may remain representative for a while.
• Many polar diagnostics carried out for the first time, insufficient output.
• Common metrics across the climate modeling & reanalysis communities.



Few regional efforts so far that would be comparable to 
the Southern Ocean State Estimate – SOSE 

In the following, brief introduction to NOSE :
The Arctic Subpolar North Atlantic State Estimate (ASTE)
(NSF funded, but using NASA-developed ECCO framework)



ASTE v1: some configuration details 47.5oN
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• Adjoint-based (“4D-Var”)
• Period: 2002 – 2017 
• Time-evolving ocean & sea ice states
• Arctic – Subpolar gyre exchanges
• Initial condition priors(!):

– WOA14 spin-up (ocean)
– PSC spin-up (ice)

• Forcing priors(!): JRA-55
• Open boundary conditions: ECCO-v4



Primary observational 
constraints

Low latitudes: 
ECCO-v4 standard obs. 
• Satellite: SSH, SST, MDT
• In-situ: Argo, XBT, CTDs, seals (MEOP)
• Others: Line-W (J. Toole), Gulf Stream 

(R. Todd), AR07 lines, ICES database

High latitudes:
• ocean T/S/U/V, e.g., ITP, 

NABOS/CABOS, BGEP (2002-2017)
• Arctic main gateways: Fram, Davis, 

Bering straits, etc.
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Misfit reduction:
Ice Tethered Profilers

Comparison:

ITP vs. ASTE
ITP vs. PHC
ITP vs. WOA09



Misfit reduction:
Transports

Fram Strait
Transport

Color coding:

Misfit 
reductions
of moorings 
from west to 
east of 
Fram Strait



Product availability

ASTE version 1, release 1, is about to be released at:

https://web.corral.tacc.utexas.edu/OceanProjects/ASTE/

(same repo as that mirroring ECCO version 4 data from JPL/PO.DAAC)

Over the coming year plans are to

– Data will be within cloud analysis-enabled data portal

– Metadata will be communicated / linked to NSF’s Arctic Data Center 
https://arcticdata.io



Needs

Modeling:
• Various, (ice dynamics & thermodynamics; resolution; Arctic halocline; mixing), 

but a very important one:
– Atmospheric state and implied ocean-sea ice forcing

Model output:
– Output to diagnose tracer & volume budgets
– Metrics across OMDP, CMIP, GSOP/ORA-IP, …

Observations:
– All of Siberian Shelf
– Inflow water masses
– Deep Arctic Ocean

DA & UQ: Investigation and application of methods for observing system design





Needs:
Model output

Full suite of fields required to perform accurate tracer budget calculations, 
following recommendations by 
CLIVAR Ocean Model Development Panel (OMDP); Griffies et al., GMD (2016)

At issue: proper diagnostic of discretized volume & tracer conservation:

See Chris Piecuch (2017), DSpace@MIT: http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/111094
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Needs
Observations!!!



How well does each observing system constrain the solution & relevant QoIs?
Optimal Experimental Design



Kaminski et al., The Cryosphere (2015, 2018)

Observation 
sensitivities

(information 
communicated
by observations)

Here: 
Operation IceBridge
(and CryoSat-2)
flight lines



Kaminski et al., The Cryosphere (2015, 2018)

Quantity of Interest 
sensitivities

(information 
required by
Quantity of Interest)

Here: 
regional
ice & snow forecast



Kaminski et al., The Cryosphere (2015, 2018)

Uncertainty Reduction:

Projects observation uncertainties
onto QoI uncertainties

(a simplified statement on how to 
evaluate posterior error covariance 
by means of inverse Hessian)

Find data-informed subspaces
(Hessian eigen-decomposition)

Find data complementarity vs. 
redundancy (not just “a lot of data”)



“Looking at the data through the lens of (physical) models”

• Constitutive laws are empirical
– uncertain structure & 

parameters (and which may 
vary in 3+1-dimensions)

• Discretization requires 
numerical approximation 
& parameterization
– e.g.: related to surface and 

bottom-intensified mixing

• Uncertain external forcings
Oden, Moser, Ghattas, SIAM News (2010)
Computer predictions with quantified uncertainties



THE END



How do we practice ocean state 
& parameter estimation?
And why?



Some of the challenges:
Why adjoints: dynamical & kinematical consistency in DA

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) – a filtering problem
• Relatively abundant data sampling of the 3-dim. atmosphere
• NWP targets optimal forecasting

è find initial conditions which produce best possible forecast;
è dynamical consistency or property conservation NOT required
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Ocean state estimation/reconstruction – a smoothing problem
• Sparse data sampling of the 3-D. ocean
• Understanding past & present state of 

the ocean is a major goal all by itself
è use observations in an optimal way
è dynamic consistency & property

conservation ESSENTIAL for climate


